The Prophecy about the 144,000

By Messenger Elijah Muhammad

*Reprinted from The Supreme Wisdom*

It is written (Rev.14:1) that only 144,000 of us will accept and return to our God (Allah) and the rest, 16,856,000, would go down with His enemies. For this sad prophecy of the loss of my people, I write what I am writing, hoping perhaps that you may be able to beat the old prophets' prediction by making the truth so simple that a fool can understand it.

You must be rightly civilized. You must go back to your OWN PEOPLE and COUNTRY, but not one of you can return with what you have. You must know that this is the Time of Judgment of this World (of the Caucasian race) that you and I have known. Therefore, Allah has said to me that the Time is ripe for you and me to accept our own (the whole Planet Earth).

What are YOU waiting for -- the destruction? Come, let us reason together. (But you cannot reason until you have a thorough knowledge of self). Who are you waiting on to teach you the knowledge? (The white man's civilization will never work for us.)

144,000 Not The Only Ones Saved

By Messenger Elijah Muhammad

*The Following Except is reprinted from The Fall of America Chapter 33*

"Do not think that the 144,000 prophesied of, are the only ones who will be saved. The 144,000 refers to the first converts -- 'the first ripe fruits to God and His Messenger, the first ripe fruits of God and the Lamb.' "
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